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From our 3 centres in Surrey,
Wiltshire and Devon, we have
delivered:

5,680

hours of work experience
and vocational training

3,255

hours of accredited
training

2,652

hours of
counselling
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This resulted in:

1,567

162

hours of community
volunteering and skills
development

8,119
hours of personal
development activity

6,832

hours of activity to build
health, wellbeing and
fitness

young people
moving on,

67%

successfully

Reduced re-offending
from a UK average of

46% to

24%

{

%

34%

into accommodation and
having achieved a major goal
such as remaining abstinent
from alcohol or drugs

25%
8%

into accommodation and
employment

into accommodation
and education/training
for employment

Generated

£12.24

in social value over
3 years for every
£1 invested
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Finding suitable housing has always been a challenge for young people when
they are ready to move on from Amber. We have been pleased to be able to offer
a rent deposit scheme through a partnership with End Youth Homelessness and
Yorkshire Building Society to enable young people to move into private rented
accommodation by underwriting their first month’s rent and deposit and providing
a grant to help set up their new home. This is a good example of how working
collaboratively can have a positive impact on our beneficiaries.
Amber’s board has been considerably strengthened over recent years. This year we
have also recognised the need to further enhance the voice given to our beneficiaries
at board level in order to keep the decisions we make relevant and responsive to their
needs. We look forward to sharing our work in this area as the year progresses.
We have another challenging and exciting year ahead and plan to celebrate our
25th anniversary in 2020. With this in mind I would like to express my sincere
thanks to all our supporters, without whom Amber would not continue to thrive,
and also to the many charitable trusts for their generosity and their belief in what
young people can achieve with the right support. I would also like to thank the
trustees for their advice and support, and all of the Amber staff and volunteers
for their commitment, hard work and loyalty.
Paul Rosam, CEO
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59%

30% 32%

left school with no formal
qualification

26 – 30 yrs

We cannot achieve this alone and this year has seen the continued development
of partnerships with commissioners, employers and other organisations that
provide additional specialist support and inspiration to young people living at
Amber’s three centres. I hope that the value we place on these partnerships
comes through in this report.

38%

22 – 25 yrs

Amber’s aim is to transform lives by supporting young people to move on to
sustainable, independent futures and we believe in the potential of all the young
people we help to achieve this. Our programme offers a blend of support,
structure, new experiences and practical training, to provide a solid foundation
to help develop young people’s confidence, so that they can begin to realise their
aspirations. Amber’s approach is about providing the right environment in which
young people can thrive and I hope this report demonstrates the positive impact
our work has had over the last year.

Who do we support?

17 – 21 yrs

Foreword

81% 19% 57%

Age

Male

Female

with substance misuse
problems

Immediately before joining Amber
Supported housing

Temporary /
unstable
accommodation

Sleeping rough

13%

14%

59%

with a previous criminal
conviction

14%
25%

Prison

Sofa surfing

13%
21%

Family life breakdown

62%

with mental health diagnosis/
difficulties
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Young people can transform
their lives at Amber
From our 3 centres across the south of England, we provide a temporary
home and a programme of support, designed to help young homeless and
unemployed people to move on positively with their lives.
What makes Amber special is our tailored approach that is asset-based and
hands on. Based around the principles of restorative practice, our approach
seeks to create positive behaviour change through a mix of active participation
in our programme, wider community engagement and a focus on residents
taking active responsibility for their own decisions.
Every young person that stays at Amber has their own individual support
plan and takes part in our programme at their own pace. Although there is a
clear routine at Amber that everyone follows, the programme is designed to
be flexible and tailored to individual needs. There are 4 key themes that are
central to our approach:

1 Employability
2 Independent living
3 Health and wellbeing
4 Personal development
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Connor’s story
“Before I came to Amber I was homeless and
using drink and drugs heavily. My lowest point
was when I was sleeping under a bridge. It was so
depressing and I often felt pretty hopeless.
Amber has helped me turn my life around in
every way possible. Having a safe, secure roof
over my head has made all the difference. My
team leader has been amazing, so helpful and
enthusiastic (even when I’m not). My mental
health was a mess when I got here. I feel so much
more stable and in control of things now.”
Connor has trained with Elite Training to secure
his SIA badge and is now a fully qualified security
officer. He has secured a job with TSS Security
and is now working full time as a security guard.
“Being at Amber has helped me see a future, find
what to do and achieve it.”
Connor has secured a flat in the private sector in
a nearby town. “It to`ok a lot of hard work to find
it – been looking for three months. I’ve saved hard
but also accessed Amber’s Homestart scheme
which is a grant towards moving in costs.
I feel ready to move on and I’m excited and a
bit nervous. I’m planning on going to join a pool
league and I’m saving up to buy an electric drum
kit so I can carry on with my music. I’m proud of
myself and my goal is to enjoy my life, stay clean
and sober, hold down my job and keep a roof over
my head.
I’m really grateful for the support I’ve had from
Amber because without it I really think I’d be
dead.”
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Measuring impact

We have worked with Project
Oracle, part of the Centre for Youth
Impact, to develop our theory of
what young homeless people need
to do to change their lives. This
year, we are delighted to have been
awarded level 3 of their ‘Standards
of Evidence,’ which means that we
can demonstrate that it is Amber’s
programme, rather than other
external factors, that helps young
people move on so successfully.
For example, in July 2018, the
Ministry of Justice Data Lab
published the results of its
research comparing the reoffending rates of young people
that have completed Amber’s
programme, with those that hadn’t
benefitted from our services.

£1
£12.24
For every

Outcomes
achieved by
young people
The figures show that on average,
46% of people with a similar
profile to those that come to Amber
will re-offend, compared to 24%
of those that have benefitted from
Amber’s programme of support.
In response to this research, we
commissioned an independent social
return on investment study, which
found that:
“For every £1 invested, Amber
generates £12.24 in social value
over 3 years through economic
benefits, human capital gains,
avoided Exchequer costs, as well
as health and wellbeing
improvements among programme
participants.”

Amber’s team leaders use the
Outcomes Star, an accredited
approach to tracking outcomes, which
is widely used in the homelessness
sector as a case working tool. Working
collaboratively with the young people,
team leaders are able to track young
people’s progress across a number of
key areas of their life by scoring them
from 1 to 10. We are really encouraged
by the progress that young people can
make at Amber and the table shows
this across the 2018/19 year.

“

As can be seen in the table, despite the
relatively small sample size, the change
was highly significant for all outcome
areas. The effect sizes were large.... In
the experience of Triangle, the creators
of the Outcomes Star, these effect sizes
are larger than those typically seen for
the Homelessness Star.

”

Dr Anna Good, Research Analyst,
Triangle Consulting

invested, Amber generates
in social value

Outcomes Star results

1 Motivation & taking responsibility

84%

2 Self-care & living skills

78%

3 Managing money & personal administration

81%

14% 5%

4 Social networks & relationships

85%

7% 7%

5 Drug & alcohol misuse

79%

6 Physical health

80%

1% 11%

7%

7 Emotional & mental health

80%

14%

6%

8 Meaningful use of time

84%

6%

10%

9 Managing tenancy & accommodation

81%

12%

6%

10 Offending

70%

moved forward

stayed at 10

stayed at 1-9

12% 4%

15%

7%

10%

2% 9%

20%

5% 5%

moved back

over 3 years.
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1 Employability – helping
young people into work

74%

A key focus of our work is helping young people gain the confidence and skills
that they need to find employment. We work in partnership with a range of
other organisations to offer a breadth of new opportunities.

of young people reported
an increase in their
motivation and ability
to take responsibility,
which is fundamental to
securing and maintaining
employment.

Succeed, an employability and skills traineeship with Exeter City Football
Club. Matt, said of the experience, “taking part in the programme has
improved my maths and English and helped me feel so much more ready for
work.” We have also partnered with Elite Training, who have been running
weekly sessions that enable young people to gain City and Guilds Certification
and vocational training for a range of industries, such as construction, security
and hospitality.

. At Farm Place, Surrey, young people have undertaken a wide variety of

volunteering opportunities with VIY, focussing on painting and decorating,
which helps them gain City and Guilds qualifications. We have also been
working in partnership with the National Careers Service, providing young
people with 1-2-1 careers advice sessions, as well as workshops on CV writing,
interview skills and building confidence

“

taking part in the
programme has improved
my maths and English and
helped me feel so much
more ready for work.

”
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. At Ashley Court in Devon, young people have benefitted from Train to

. We have worked in partnership with the Prince’s Trust to offer young people

from Bythesea Lodge the opportunity to take part in a 12 week employment
programme aimed at developing new skills, introducing young people to
teambuilding activities and to build their network.
In addition, Amber’s team leaders have been delivering Practical Training
Units in areas such as employability and CV writing, which are AQA
accredited. These have been complemented with interview workshops with
various employers, including law firm Michelmores, one of our corporate
partners.
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2 Independent living - helping
young people to independence

74%

increased their knowledge
about how to manage a
tenancy.

76%

of young people reported an
increase in their emotional
and mental health.

67%

reported an increase in
positive behaviour
towards alcohol and drugs.
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Learning the skills needed to live independently is vital if young people are
to thrive after leaving Amber. The environment we create is one where young
people learn the skills necessary to take responsibility for themselves. Working
in teams, they do the cooking for themselves and the other residents, they
help with cleaning and simple repairs to their bedrooms and buildings and
they do their own laundry.
In addition, we run accredited training qualifications on tenancy management
and budgeting and debt, amongst many others and have worked in
partnership with HSBC Bank to deliver these.
Working in partnership with End Youth Homelessness and Yorkshire Building
Society we also offer a Home Start scheme, which involves a loan for the rent
deposit on accommodation, as well as a small grant towards the essentials of
setting up a new home.

3 Improving health, mental
health and wellbeing
We create an environment at the 3 centres that is safe, calm and nurturing.
Through the development of their support plan, every young person will have
a tailored pathway that works for them. Team leaders provide 1:1 support
and we provide counsellors, who visit the centre weekly to work with young
people on an individual basis and to run group therapy sessions. We have
strong links with the appropriate external agencies to support young people,
particularly those dealing with issues such as drug and alcohol misuse.
We provide a range of opportunities that are fun and promote a healthy
lifestyle. For example, young people make use of our basic gyms, take part
in local football leagues and use local swimming facilities. We also organise
longer treks and expeditions.
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4 Personal development and
volunteering in the community

79%

of young people increased
their social networks
and ability to develop
relationships whilst at
Amber.

“

I really enjoy volunteering,
it is nice to know that
you are helping somebody
that is struggling. Seeing
how happy they are when
we deliver the furniture
is great!

Gaining new experiences, making friends, supporting the local community and
having some fun are all really important aspects of what we offer at Amber.
This year, young people at our Wiltshire centre have been volunteering at a
local charity that provides furniture to families free of charge. The young people
have been helping with the packing, loading and delivery of items.
A key highlight of the year was a trip for 10 young people from across Amber’s
three residential centres on board the 30 metre ship “Prolific”. They completed
a five night voyage accompanied by a trained and qualified crew who are all
volunteers from the Ocean Youth Trust. Every participant earned a Competent
Crew certificate awarded by the Royal Yachting Association. One of the crew
from Amber said afterwards:
“I’ve not got many qualifications so receiving it felt great – part of me didn’t
think I could do it but I worked hard and achieved something. Before I
came to Amber life was just drink and drugs. Being here and having these
amazing opportunities and challenges is showing me that there is more to
life than getting wrecked. I thought sailing was amazing and I’m hoping to
be able to go again in the summer”

”
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A young person’s Journey
Professional
qualification

Everyone’s journey is different but Adam’s journey over 6 months is a good example
of what a young person can aim to achieve at Amber.
Practical Training
Units (PTU)

Works out support plan
with Team Leader

Delivered by Amber team
leaders, Adam gained
several accredited training
certificates in areas such
as budgeting, managing
a tenancy and opening a
bank account.

All young people are assigned
a team leader, who is their key
worker at Amber. After he had
settled in, Adam’s team leader
sat down with him to work
through his needs and develop
a support plan.

Homeless, sleeping
rough, using alcohol
and drugs
At his lowest point Adam
was homeless, sleeping in
a tent and using alcohol
and drugs. He had been
involved with low level
crime and had been
arrested several times.

Adam worked with
Elite Training, a partner
organisation, to gain
his City and Guilds
certificate in Hospitality
and Catering.

Follow up after 1 week,
3 months and 6 months
CV support and
interview skills
Adam decided to pursue
a career in hospitality
and benefited from a
workshop delivered by
one of our corporate
partners on CV writing
and interview skills.

Linked in with GP and
appropriate agencies
Adam had issues relating
to drug and alcohol misuse
so he was registered with
the local GP and linked in
with both AA and Narcotics
Anonymous.

CV

Adam’s team leader
arranged to speak with
him in the first week that
he left Amber to make
sure he was doing ok.
It was a big change but
Adam was excited about
the future. His team leader
would then make sure he
checked in with him after
3 months and then finally
after 6 months.

Volunteering and
work experience
Adam volunteered with
Volunteer it Yourself, gaining
a City & Guilds qualification
and gained valuable work
experience at a local building
company.

Referred by probation,
interviewed and offered
place
Adam was referred to Amber
by his Probation Officer. Our
Admissions Manager reviewed
his paperwork and invited Adam
to visit the centre and to have
a short interview. Adam was
quickly offered a place.
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Works with on-site
counsellor
Adam disclosed some
traumatic events from his
childhood and was referred
to the on-site counsellor,
who started seeing him on a
weekly basis.

Focussed session on
dreams and desires
Amber’s asset-based
approach helps young
people to think about their
strengths and things that
they enjoy. From this, team
leaders encourage them to
set goals and think about
where they aspire to be.

Secures job as an
assistant chef
Adam is thrilled to have
accepted a job with a
catering company.

Accesses
Homestart scheme
With the support of his
team leader, Adam found
a private flat to rent.
Adam applied for Amber’s
Homestart scheme and
received a loan for his
deposit on the rent, as well
as a small loan towards the
essentials that he needed
to buy for his new flat.
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Finance and fundraising

Phillippa
Phillippa has been at Amber for 10 months and
has now secured herself a full time job at a local
private school. She is now working towards saving
up a deposit so that she is able to move into her
own accommodation. It’s a long way from the
homeless young woman that first arrived at our
Wiltshire centre back in the winter of 2018.

Amber has a healthy mix of income streams, with
fundraising making up 55% of our income this year.
We are hugely grateful to all of the grant giving trusts
and foundations, companies, community groups
and individuals who make our work possible – we
wouldn’t be here without you.

Phillippa’s life had been pretty tough, finding
herself homeless as a direct result of a
relationship breakdown with her family. “I was
made homeless and had nowhere to go. I heard
about Amber through the local council, who
referred me straight away. When I arrived I was
really worried, I didn’t know anyone and I had
never lived on my own. Once I was settled, I
started to make friends and I soon got used to the
routine at Amber.”

This year, a special thanks must go to our Patron
Eddie Jordan OBE, who put on the fabulous
Amber Rocks fundraising gig and dinner for us.
His commitment and ongoing support mean an
enormous amount.

Thank you from all of us at Amber

Since arriving, Phillippa has grown in confidence
and has taken part in a number of courses. “I
absolutely loved taking part in The Bath Rugby
Foundation’s ADVANTAGE course. It was great to
be with other young people who were in a similar
position. The course was great fun and I loved it!

Income
Donations

948,725

Amber Rocks special event

347,990

Income from charitable activities
Investment income
Total income
  

1,055,967
647
2,373,329

Expenditure
Cost of raising funds

139,232

Cost of Amber Rocks event

138,238

Expenditure on charitable activities

My Team Leader, Clare, has been amazing. She
has helped me so much with my confidence
and has kept pushing me forwards. She really
encouraged me to go for interviews and this has
really helped me to find employment.

£

Total expenditure
  
Net income

2,122,830
2,400,300
(26,971)

Eddie Jordan and Boyzone at Amber Rocks 2018

When I arrived at Amber I had no idea how to
support myself. Amber has really helped me
to learn new skills like cooking and being able
to look after myself properly. I am excited and
anxious for the future but I know that I now have
the right skills to be able to live on my own,
independently.”

For every
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£1

we spent,

88p

was on front-line support of young people.
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